
Clinger Holsters is proud to introduce the all new Trump Tuck holster.  
 
The Trump Tuck has an amazing ability to conceal handguns using only a single IWB Soft Loop.  
 
It’s ultra-adjustable and extremely small. You can adjust everything on this holster. It’s quickly 
and easily converted into different types of holsters. And just as important for concealment, it’s 
barely bigger than the gun it holds. 
 
The true secret to concealing a handgun is not complicated. You have to hide the pistol’s grip.  
 
The Trump Tuck hides your pistol’s grip by pulling it incredibly close to your body. That’s the 
only way to ensure your pistol isn’t printing (showing) through your shirt. 
 
The Trump Tuck holster pulls the grip of your weapon in close with a simple yet very effective 
method. It’s IWB Soft Loop is mounted over the trigger guard.  
 
Holsters are typically built with a belt clip over the slide. However, that setup will pull the slide 
in close to your body rather than the grip.  
 
There is one other important ingredient in great concealment: The smaller your rig, the easier it 
conceals.  This is pretty much common sense. It only makes sense then that you would want a 
small holster to conceal your gun (whether it’s a big or small gun). Everybody knows that small 
guns conceal easier than big guns. It’s easy enough to extend this logic to the holster 
surrounding the gun.  
 
Some holsters have an extra inch of Kydex on each side of the gun for mounting holes. This 
makes a huge difference in concealment. A holster that’s less than 4 inches in width is obviously 
easier to conceal than a holster with a plastic shell that’s closer to 6 inches in width!  
 
Not only is a smaller holster easier to hide, it’s more comfortable as well. If you compare a 4-
inch-wide plastic shell to one that’s half a foot wide inserted inside your pants, you’ll quickly get 
the point.  
 
The Trump Tuck is special not just because of how well it conceals though.  
 
This holster is very versatile. It can be configured as a Cross-Draw holster one day and re-
configured to an AIWB (appendix) holster the next. It can also be configured as a Strong Side 
holster or even a Small of Back holster. This is by far the most versatile Clinger Holster yet. 
 
You can adjust the cant from zero degrees all the way up to 30 degrees. You can even adjust it 
to a negative cant if you prefer a Cross-Draw cant.  
 
The Trump Tuck includes a tuckable soft loop that is very popular in the Concealed Carry 
community. It wraps all the way around your belt and won’t let go even in extreme 



circumstances. The Pull the Dot snap is military grade and outperforms any other snap on the 
market. The Trump Tuck can be adjusted to fit many different belt widths as well. There are 2 
common gun belt widths: 1.5” & 1.75”. Many people will even wear their holster on a 1.25” belt 
that isn’t designed for concealed carry. A typical 1.5” holster clip will have enough extra room 
to allow the holster to move around quite a bit on a 1.25” belt.  The Trump Tuck’s belt loop can 
be sized-down to fit these smaller belts.  It can also be sized up to fit the huge 1.75” instructor-
style gun belts. That is RARE on a concealed carry holster.  
 
The Trump Tuck is loaded with other features as well that highly benefit Concealed Carry.  
You can adjust the ride height on the Trump Tuck to ride high or low. The retention is 
adjustable to let you dial in how tight you prefer the holster to hold your gun. In addition, you 
can tuck your shirt in while concealing your favorite pistol.  
 
Here’s a recap of everything the new Trump Tuck offers: 

 Pulls Your Pistol Grip Close 

 Incredibly Small Footprint 

 Full Sweat Shield 

 IWB Soft Loop w/Pull the Dot snap 

 Tuckable 

 Adjustable Retention 

 Adjustable Cant 

 Adjustable Ride Height 

 Adjustable for Belt Size 
 
 
If you need a holster with an amazing ability to conceal your gun, this is the holster for you. If 
you need a concealed carry holster that has an unbelievably small footprint, look no further. If 
you want a different type of holster every day of the week, the Trump Tuck can deliver.  
 
 
 
 
 
 


